
1. Match the shapes with the words.

i. straight line 

ii. rectangle 

iii. circle 

iv. triangle 

v. square (10 marks ) 

2. Underline the correct prepositions.

i. There is a vase _____________ the table. ( in / on /under )

ii. The car is  ___________ the tree. (on /under /between )

iii. The table is  _________ the chair and the cupboard. ( behind /on / between )

iv. There is a cake __________ the box.( in /under /on )

v. I go to school __________ van. (in / by /at )

(10 marks 

3. Write the plural  form of the singular nouns given below.

i. knife -_______________ ii. tree - ______________

iii  shop - _______________ iv. Piano ______________

v. mango _______________ vi. Baby  _______________

vii. bus - _____________ viii. hat- ______________

ix. watch _ ____________ x. girl - _______________
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4. Read the text on “ Vihangi “ and answer the following questions.

My name isVihangi Herath. I am eight years old.  I study at R/ Sumana Maha Vidyalaya. I go to school 

by bus. I am in grade 6. My father’s name is Chanaka and my mother’s name is Chamini. Both are 

teachers. I have a sister. Her name is Pahanya. 

My favourite subject is English. My hobby is reading story books. My ambition is to 

be a lawyer. 

i. How old is Vihangi ?

___________________________________________________________ 

ii. What is her school ?

_____________________________________________________________ 

iii. What is her hobby?

______________________________________________________________ 

iv. How many sisters does she have ?

_______________________________________________________________ 

v. What is her ambition?

_________________________________________________________________ 

5. Re- arrange the following words to make meaningful sentences.

i. are /they /cricket /playing

___________________________________________________________ 

ii. student / a / good /is /he

________________________________________________________________ 

iii. forty / are / in /there /children / my class.

______________________________________________________________________ 

iv. a /that / star /is

____________________________________________________________________ 

v. is / bird / a / it / beautiful

__________________________________________________________________ 
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6. Match the words with similar sounds.

Eg. Cat bat  mat 

      Pet ____ ____ 

      Tin _____ _____ 

      Pot _____ ______ 

      Mad ______ ______ 

       Shut ______ _______ 

7. Match the following questions with the responses.  Write the correct letter in the box. First one

is done for you.

i. What’s the time now? A. Here you are.

ii. Is it a pen ? B. He is a doctor.

iii. What is your uncle? C. It is on the table.

iv. Can you give me a pen ? D. Thank you.

v. Your frock is very beautiful. E. No, it is not a pen.

vi. Where is your bag ? F. It’s ten o’clock.

( 10 marks ) 

8. Fill in the blanks using This /That / These /Those

i. ……………………. are stars.

ii. ……………………. is a flower . . 

iii………………………is a ball. 

iv. ……………………… are boxes.

v……………………….. is a glass. 

9. Write about one of the following topics. (10 marks )

1.My classroom

2. My best friend

3. My hobby

Set    hot   bad     mat  pin    hut 

Bat    sin    got      sad   net  but 
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10. Listen to your teacher and draw the picture.

gate 
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